LOOKING FOR MORE THAN A JOB?
JOIN US!

CORPORATE FINANCE SPECIALIST (M/F/D)
The Corporate Finance Specialist will support the growth of Advanzia’s business in a fast-changing environment, play an
important role in the bank’s asset liability management framework and support our funding diversification strategy. As part
of the Finance department, you will interact with various internal and external stakeholders and will have an in-depth
understanding of the inner workings of the bank. This opportunity is a full-time CDI contract.

ABOUT THE JOB l What will you do?

ABOUT YOU l What’s your background?

As a Corporate Finance Specialist, you will be

−

responsible for the following activities:
−

Preparing materials and presentations for asset
liability management meetings

−

Forecasting capital situation and capital needs

−

Establishing funding plans and projecting funding
costs

−

Formulating recommendations for the bank to fulfil
its liquidity requirements in an optimal way

−

Monitoring expected call dates of liability instruments
and covenants

−

Establishing action plans for new debt issuances and
monitoring proper execution thereof

−

Preparing marketing material and investor
presentations for investor roadshows

−

Coordinating the delivery and review of information
received from various departments and stakeholders
during due diligence and other Q&A processes

−

Preparing regular reporting to lenders in relation to
collateralised loans

−

Coordinating audit activities in relation to funding
instruments

−

Analysing data: covenants, asset performance, asset
encumbrance, deposit balance analysis, credit rating
KPIs, etc.

−

Contributing to relationship management with
transaction parties

University degree in Business Administration, Finance,
Banking, Financial Engineering, or any similar discipline in
the financial area

−

Proven relevant experience as a financial
analyst/consultant, debt and capital market advisor,
treasurer or in a similar position, ideally with exposure to
the banking environment

−

Knowledge in financial modelling and strong problemsolving skills are must-haves

−

Experience in funding issuances, credit rating processes,
debt and capital markets or investor relations is a plus

−

CFA accreditation or similar is a plus

−

High level of proficiency with Microsoft Office,
especially Excel, Word and PowerPoint

WORKING FOR ADVANZIA
THE UNCONVENTIONAL BANK

WHAT WE EXPECT l What are your skills?
−

WHAT WE OFFER l What advantages will you have?

Excellent written, communication and presentation

−

Competitive compensation package

skills

−

Attractive benefits as part of the banking collective

−

A precise working style with an eye for detail

−

A strong sense of self-motivation

−

Able to work independently and manage timelines

courses contribution, health initiatives, employee travel

−

Committed to meeting deadlines

insurance, preferential conditions for Advanzia

−

Fluency in English is mandatory; French and

products, etc.

German are advantageous

agreement
−

Wide range of additional advantages such as language

−

Training and development initiatives

−

Dynamic and international environment
#TeamAdvanzia

−

Participation in various Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) projects as part of the bank’s Advanzia Plus
initiative

Where you will be working
Located in bright and modern offices in Munsbach at 15 minutes from Luxembourg City, Advanzia currently employs more
than 200 staff from all over the world. We offer a pleasant and collaborative working atmosphere in a truly multicultural
environment.

Looking for a new professional challenge in a fast-growing company?
Apply today and send your CV and motivational letter in English to jobs@advanzia.com

Click here to find out more about your career opportunities at Advanzia Bank.

